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We introduce a new variational wavefunction for a quantum Hall bilayer at total filling ν = 1,
which is based on s-wave BCS pairing between composite-fermion electrons in one layer and
composite-fermion holes in the other. We compute the overlap of the optimized trial function
with the ground state from exact diagonalization calculations of up to 14 electrons in a spherical
geometry, and we find excellent agreement over the entire range of values of the ratio between
the layer separation and the magnetic length. The trial wavefunction naturally allows for charge
imbalance between the layers and provides important insights into how the physics at large interlayer separations crosses over to that at small separations in a fashion analogous to the BEC-BCS
crossover.

Introduction – The bilayer quantum Hall
(BQH) system at total filling fraction ν = 1
has been the subject of considerable theoretical and experimental interest for more than two
decades[1, 2]. The ν = 1 BQH system consists
of two two-dimensional electron systems separated
by a distance d. A magnetic field B perpendicular
to the layers is applied such that ν = nφ0 /B = 1
with n = n↑ + n↓ the total electron density, and
φ0 = 2π~/e the flux quantum (↑ and ↓ refer to
the two different layers). The competition between
inter- and intra-layer Coulomb interactions makes
this system both interesting and challenging.
We assume here that all electrons are confined
to the lowest Landau level and are fully spin polarized. At small interlayer distances
d compared
p
to the magnetic length `B = ~/eB the ground
state can be described as an exciton condensate:
the electrons in one layer form tightly bound states
with the holes in the opposite layer[1, 3]. In contrast, at infinite interlayer distances, the two layers
decouple completely, such that each layer forms an
independent composite fermion (CF) liquid[4–6].
Since these two limits are described in terms of different quasiparticles, understanding how they are
connected is a difficult problem. There has been
an enormous amount of theoretical work attempting to address this question[2, 7–38].
In a recent paper by one of the current authors
and one with other collaborators[39, 40], a new approach to this crossover was proposed — s-wave
BCS pairing of CFs in one layer with CF-holes
(or “anti-CFs”) in the other layer. This approach
qualitatively appeals in that it describes the correct types of quasiparticles both for small d (excitons) and large d (CFs). Further, it naturally
allows a description in the case of imbalanced layers where n↑ 6= n↓ . The purpose of this current

paper is to numerically test this proposal.
At small d/`B , the ν = 1 system forms
Halperin’s (111)-state[3]. This state can be viewed
as a condensate of interlayer excitons, or equivalently s-wave pairing of electrons in one layer with
holes in the other. This limit is well described
in Hartree-Fock[7] and is a good description even
when the density is imbalanced between the layers.
At large d/`B the description of the layers is
more complicated. For infinite d/`B the layers behave as independent quantum Hall states. For the
balanced case of ν↑ = ν↓ = 1/2 each layer is well
described as a CF Fermi sea in zero effective magnetic field[4–6]. Away from filling 1/2 the CFs see
a residual magnetic field.
When the two ν = 1/2 layers are then weakly
coupled together, we expect the CF liquids to become correlated with each other. A possibility
that was considered from very early on is that
the two layers form a BCS paired state of CFs[8–
10]. Numerical work with trial wavefunctions
established[26] that the p-wave channel is the symmetry channel with the largest gap. In exact diagonalization (ED) studies the p-wave paired state
was shown[25, 26] to have very high overlaps with
the exact ground state for d & `B . In those studies
the overlap rapidly decreased at d . `B . However
Ref. 29 argued that the p-wave pairing state could
be continuously deformed to the exciton condensate without going through a phase transition.
In recent years, after the initial investigations
into the ν = 1 bilayer, there has been renewed focus on the issue of particle-hole symmetry in the
ν = 1/2 CF Fermi liquid state[41, 42]. While the
single-layer half-filled Landau level is particle-hole
symmetric[43], the CF construction[4, 5] does not
appear to respect this symmetry in any obvious
way. This then raises the question as to whether

we should view the half filled Landau level as a
Fermi sea of CF electrons, or as a Fermi sea of
composite fermions of holes removed from a filled
Landau level (we call this an “anti-CF” Fermi sea).
While the two descriptions are numerically almost
equivalent[44], there may, nonetheless, be advantages to thinking in terms of one or the other.
In this paper we examine a new model of the ν =
1 bilayer: s-wave pairing of the CFs in one layer
with composite fermions of holes (anti-CFs) in the
other layer. We show that a trial wavefunction
based on this approach has very high overlaps with
the exact ground state at all distances d/`B . The
evolution of the system as a function of d/`B is
analogous to the BEC-BCS crossover familiar from
cold atom gases[45]. At large d, we have weakly
bound CF/anti-CF pairs (BCS limit), whereas at
small d, we have tightly bound CF/anti-CF pairs,
tending toward the BEC regime. A nice feature of
this approach is that if one considers the ChernSimons (Halperin-Lee-Read[4]) description of CFs
the s-wave pairing wavefunction described above
exactly recovers the d → 0 limit as the limit where
the s-wave pairs have very small binding radius
and Landau level mixing is neglected[40, 46].
This approach also applies just as well to the
case of charge imbalance of the layers. If one transfers charge between the layers, the two Fermi seas
remain the same size as each other, both growing or shrinking together, so that the pairing is
not destroyed. We find that the imbalanced bilayer system still forms an s-wave paired state of
CFs and anti-CFs. As noted by Yang[47], the true
BEC limit can only be reached in the case of extreme layer imbalance, where the distance between
excitons can be much larger than the exciton size.
Details of Calculation – We consider
Coulomb interaction e2 /r for electrons in
the √same layer (intralayer interaction) and
e2 / r2 + d2 for electrons in different layers (interlayer interaction). As mentioned above, we assume that the physical spin of the electrons is completely polarized due to the Zeeman splitting and
exchange interaction. We assume zero temperature and no disorder, and we neglect Landau level
mixing. We also assume no tunneling between the
layers, which is a good approximation of many of
the experiments.
We perform exact diagonalization (ED) on the
sphere for systems of up to N = 14 electrons, i.e.
N↑ = N↓ = 7 electrons per layer in the balanced
case. More generally, the total number of electrons
needs to satisfy N = N↑ + N↓ = Nφ + 1 with Nφ
the total number of flux quanta passing through
the sphere, such that we have total filling ν = 1.
We particle-hole transform[48] the bottom layer,

such that we are describing it in terms of N↑ hole
coordinates. Note in particular that the number
of holes in the bottom layer matches the number
of electrons in the top layer.
In the top layer, we form CFs by attaching two
Jastrow factors to each electron. In the planar
geometry, this would Q
be achieved by multiplying
our wavefunction by i<j (zi − zj )2 , where zi is
the position of the i-th electron in complex notation. (Adaptation to the spherical geometry
is discussed in the Supplementary Material[49].)
The effective flux seen by the CFs is Nφeff =
Nφ − 2(N↑ − 1). In the bottom layer, we similarly form anti-CFs, which see the same effective
flux, by attaching
two anti-Jastrow factors, multiQ
plying by i<j (wi − wj )∗2 , where wi are the hole
coordinates. We then BCS pair the CFs from the
top layer with the anti-CFs from the bottom layer
in the s-wave channel. We can write down a variational pairing wavefunction based on this approach
(see Supplementary Material[49] for details):
Y
ΨBCS,s =
(zi − zj )2 (wi − wj )∗2 det(G)
i<j

G(zi , wj ) =

X

gl φl,m (zi )φ∗l,m (wj )

(1)

l,m

where φl,m are the Jain-Kamilla orbitals[50, 51]
with angular momentum quantum numbers l, m
describing CFs in effective flux Nφeff . The gl are
variational parameters. Due to rotational symmetry, the variational parameters cannot depend on
m. This trial wavefunction approach is similar to
the BCS p-wave pairing approach of Refs. [25, 26]
except that in that work CFs are paired with CFs,
whereas here CFs are paired with anti-CFs.
In the absence of tunneling, both the total number of electrons and the electron imbalance are
conserved separately, giving us a U+ (1) × U− (1)
symmetry. For a planar geometry let c†kσ create
a CF of momentum k in layer σ and let dkσ create an anti-CF of momentum k in layer σ. (Since
the CFs see zero effective magnetic field at ν = 1,
k is a good quantum number in this case.) The
p-wave state has an order parameter hc†k↑ c†−k↓ i
which breaks U+ (1), whereas the s-wave state has
an order parameter hc†k↑ dk↓ i which breaks U− (1).
The order parameter for the Halperin 111 state
is hψ↑† (r)ψ↓ (r)i where ψ † is the electron creation
operator. This also breaks U− (1) but differs from
the s-wave order parameter in not having the same
Jastrow factors attached. We note that the proposed order parameter for the Interlayer Coherent
Composite Fermi Liquid (ICCFL) state of Ref. [33]
is hc†k↑ ck↓ i, which also breaks U− (1). But the
state attaches Jastrow factors differently from our
2

s-wave wavefunction and has poor overlap with
exact diagonalization for all values of d (See Supplementary Material[49]).
We convert the ED ground state into position
space and compute the overlap with the trial state
by performing Monte-Carlo integration. We use
the probability distribution of the (111)-state for
the importance sampling. The optimal variational
parameters that maximize the overlap are found
using a dual annealing algorithm[52].
Balanced case – Let us focus on the case
where the two layers are balanced, i.e. ν↑ = ν↓ =
1/2, and the number of electrons per layer on the
sphere is N↑ . We show the overlaps of this variational state with the ED ground state in Fig. 1a
for N↑ = 6 (See Supplementary Material[49] for
other system sizes.) For N↑ = 4, 5, 6, 7 we achieve
overlaps squared of better than 0.95 by including 3, 4, 5, 6 variational parameters respectively.
Given that the Hilbert space dimensions of the
L2 = 0 subspace in which the ground state and
the trial wavefunctions lie are D(L2 = 0) =
12, 38, 252, 1599 respectively, the high overlaps obtained are significant. In Fig. 1a, we also show
overlap results for the (111)-state and the p-wave
paired state from Ref. [26], as well as the CF Fermi
liquid state (two uncoupled CF liquids).
At very large distances the CF Fermi liquid
state is essentially exact for N↑ = 2, 6, 12... where
we have enough CFs to completely fill an integer
number of angular momentum shells. For unfilled
shells we construct a Hund’s rule state of CFs in
each layer where we fill orbitals so as to maximize
the angular momentum of each layer[53]. Both the
p-wave and the s-wave variational wavefunctions
recover the CF Fermi liquid or Hund’s-rule state
for a suitable choice of variational parameters, at
least when N is such that one has a configuration with either an integral number of completely
filled angular-momentum shells, or one with a single CF above the outermost filled shell or with a
single CF missing from the outermost shell. At
intermediate distances d/`B ∼ 1 the overlaps of
both the p and s-wave variational wavefunctions
have dips, however they remain extremely accurate in this regime. At small interlayer distances,
the (111)-state is the exact ground state as expected. Both the p-wave and the s-wave capture
this limit as well. As the number of variational
parameters is increased, both the s-wave and pwave overlaps rapidly improve at small d. (In the
s-wave picture including more variational parameters allows us to form more tightly bound excitons, hence recovering the (111)-state.) Our swave trial wavefunctions outperform the previous
p-wave trial state for an equal number of varia-
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FIG. 1. Exact diagonalization results for a balanced
system with 6 + 6 electrons on the sphere. (a) We
plot the overlap of the trial wavefunctions with the
true ground state |ΨGS i as a function of the interlayer distance d. We compare the overlap of our swave BCS state with the previously proposed p-wave
BCS state of Refs. [25, 26]. The s- and p-wave curves
are almost indistinguishable on this plot. For both
trial wavefunctions we include 5 variational parameters. We also show the overlaps with the composite
Fermi liquid (CFL) state and the 111 state, which are
accurate descriptions of the state in the large and small
d limits respectively. The errorbars denote the errors
of the Monte-Carlo integration. (b) BCS parameters
∆/EF and ξ/`B extracted from the s-wave variational
wavefunction from (a). ∆ is the s-wave superconducting order parameter, EF is the Fermi energy and ξ is
the coherence length. The evolution of the BCS parameters as a function of the interlayer separation d is
consistent with a BEC-BCS crossover.

tional parameters. For example, in Fig. 1a, both
the p and s-wave wavefunctions have five variational parameters. The squared overlaps at d = 0
are 0.67, 0.95 and 1.00 for three, four, and five
variational parameters in the s-wave case, whereas
they are 0.56, 0.93 and 1.00 in the p-wave case.
(See Supplementary Material[49] for more details.)
Note that the p-wave wavefunctions described
here are putatively the same as those Ref. 26.
However, detailed comparison will show that the
overlaps with exact diagonalization we obtain here
are somewhat better, particularly at small d, given
the same number (or even fewer) variational parameters. In the present work we use a global optimization algorithm (dual annealing[52]) to opti3

mize the overlaps. Ref. 26 used a gradient descent
algorithm, which may only find a local optimum
of the overlap.
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In Fig. 1b we use the best variational s-wave
trial wavefunction to extract the BCS parameters
∆/EF and ξ (see Supplement[49]), where ξ is the
coherence length (typical size of a Cooper pair), ∆
is the superconducting order parameter and EF is
the composite fermion Fermi energy. Note that in
regular superconductors ∆ is precisely the excitation gap, but here the superconductor has been
“composite fermionized”, so the excitation gap
may not precisely match ∆. We find a crossover
from the BEC-like regime (ξ . `B , ∆ & EF ) at
d . `B to the BCS regime (ξ  `B , ∆  EF )
at d  `B . In this picture, we have a continuous
crossover from the exciton condensate of the 111
state to the BCS-paired composite Fermi liquid.
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FIG. 2. Exact diagonalization results for the overlap
of the s-wave BCS trial wavefunctions with the true
ground state for imbalanced layers with a total of 14
electrons (using 6 variational parameters). The L2 = 0
Hilbert space dimensions are 1599, 1319, 614, 205 for
7 + 7, 6 + 8, 5 + 9, and 4 + 10 respectively.

Charge imbalance – We now add a charge
imbalance to the two layers, while keeping the
total filling fraction constant. The filling fractions of the individual layers are now ν↑ = 1−∆ν
2
and ν↓ = 1+∆ν
.
Here
we
present
results
for
2
the charge imbalanced s-wave CF/anti-CF pairing
trial wavefunctions (see Supplementary Material
for a discussion of the p-wave trial wavefunction
for the imbalanced case[49]). In our approach, we
composite-fermionize the minority carriers in each
layer, consistent with the experimental observation that the density of the minority carriers sets
the Fermi wavevector away from half-filling[54, 55].
We show the overlaps of our trial state with the
ED ground state in Fig. 2. For small layer imbalances, our trial wavefunction performs less well at
small distances than in the balanced case, however
considering the dimension of the Hilbert space, the
high overlaps obtained even in the imbalanced case
are significant. At large d/`B , we expect the layers
to form independent layers of CFs, which will successively fill angular-momentum shells. As mentioned above, our trial wavefunction Eq. (1) can
describe this accurately as long as the shells are
either filled, or have a single CF in them, or are
one CF short of being filled. This largely explains
why some of the values of (N↑ , N↓ ) in Fig. 2 are
very accurate at large d/`B and some are inaccurate in this limit.

these two charges can attract to improve the BCS
pairing. However, once ∆ν ∼ 1/2, we are close to
3
1
4 + 4 and the CF description with two flux quanta
attached to each electron/hole should be replaced
by a CF description where four flux quanta are
attached to each electron/hole. A detailed comparison with experiment[56–58] would require examination of the energies of possible competing
phases, which is beyond the scope of this work.
Conclusion – We proposed a new trial wavefunction for the bilayer quantum Hall system,
where CFs and anti-CFs pair up in the s-wave
channel. This trial state has very high overlaps
with the exact ground state for any interlayer separation d. In this language, the bilayer system
undergoes a BEC-BCS crossover as the interlayer
separation is varied. At large d the system is in
the BCS limit, with weakly bound CF/anti-CF
Cooper pairs, whereas at small d, the system enters the BEC regime with tightly bound CF/antiCF excitons (equivalent to electron/hole excitons
in the tightly bound limit[59]). Our trial state also
performs extremely well for imbalanced layers.
We also re-examined the trial wavefunction
based on pairing CFs in both layers in the pwave channel and found that by including sufficiently many variational parameters and by using an improved optimization algorithm compared
to Ref. [25] this wavefunction can also accurately
describe the system for any interlayer separation
d. This is consistent with Ref. [29], which used
field theory arguments to show that the p-wave
state can be continuously connected to the (111)state. The p-wave pairing of Halperin-Lee-Read
(HLR) CFs corresponds to s-wave pairing of Dirac

Experiments observe enhanced superfluid behavior with layer imbalance[56–58]. We can conjecture the following natural explanation for this.
At half-filling the CFs (or anti-CFs) are neutral
quasiparticles. Away from half-filling the CFs in
the top layer develop charge e(1 − 2ν↑ ) = e∆ν,
while the anti-CFs in the bottom layer develop
charge e(1−2ν↓ ) = −e∆ν. In the imbalanced case,
4

CFs[41], due to the Berry phase of the Dirac CFs.
Ref. [29] has used this picture of s-wave pairing of
Dirac CFs to study the problem of BQH in the balanced case. However, as far as we are aware, there
are no useful trial wavefunctions based on Dirac
CFs for either single or double layer systems.
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— Supplementary Material —
s-wave paired composite-fermion electron-hole trial state for quantum Hall
bilayers with ν = 1
Glenn Wagner, Dung X. Nguyen, Steven H. Simon and Bertrand I. Halperin
COMPOSITE FERMION WAVEFUNCTIONS

We present here a detailed discussionof how we have constructed trial wavefunctions in the spherical
geometry, for the various paired states we consider.
The single particle electron eigenstates on the sphere are the monopole harmonics Yq,n,m (Ω), where
the total flux through the sphere is Nφ = 2q (q can be integer or half-integer), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the LL
index (0 for LLL) and m = −q − n, −q − n + 1, . . . , q + n labels the 2(q + n) + 1 degenerate states within
a LL. We can define the angular momentum quantum number l = q + n, such that l = q, q + 1, . . . and
m = −l, . . . , l. From[50] the wavefunction for electron j is
Yq,n,m (Ωj ) =Nqnm (−1)q+n−m eiqϕj uq+m
vjq−m
j
 

n
X
n−s ∗ s
n
2q + n
s
×
(−1)
vj∗ vj
uj uj ,
s
q+n−m−s

(S1)

s=0

where the spinor coordinates are
uj = cos(θj /2)e−iϕj /2 and vj = sin(θj /2)eiϕj /2

(S2)

in terms of the usual polar coordinates Ωj = (θj , ϕj ) on the sphere. The normalization constant Nqnm is
s
s
2q + 2n + 1 (q + n − m)!(q + n + m)!
2l + 1 (l − m)!(l + m)!
=
.
(S3)
Nqnm =
4π
n!(2q + n)!
4π
n!(l + q)!
Let us assume we have N1 electrons in a given layer. We perform the flux attachment procedure for CFs
by multiplying the many-body wavefunction by the Jastrow factor
Y
Y
Y
2
J =
Jj =
(uj vk − vj uk ) ei(ϕj +ϕk ) ≡
(Ωj − Ωk )2 ,
(S4)
j

j<k

j<k

where the have defined the short-hand notation j<k (Ωj − Ωk )2 for the Jastrow factors. The CFs now
experience flux Nφeff = 2Q, where Q = q − (N1 − 1). To write down the state appropriate for a single
layer, we fill the CF orbitals and if we have a partially filled shell, we fill it according to Hund’s rule[53]
(maximize total angular momentum). Once we have decided which states to fill, we can write down a
single Slater determinant and attach the flux quanta via the Jastrow factor


ΨCFL ({Ω}) = PLLL J det [Yi (Ωj )] ,
(S5)
Q

where i is a short hand for the indices (Q, n, m) for the filled states. We use the trick from the paper
by Jain and Kamilla[50] to project the single particle states (together with the Jastrow factor Jj ) to the
LLL. The single Slater determinant of states that are all in the LLL will be in the LLL as well. The
LLL projection is otherwise computationally intractable. The resulting states have a high overlap with
the states obtained when the LLL projection is done properly. The projected single particle states are
defined via
Ỹi (Ωj ) Jj = PLLL [Yi (Ωj ) Jj ]

(S6)

and the explicit expression is[50, 51] [60]
(2q + 1)!
uQ+m vjQ−m eiQϕj
(2q + n + 1)! j
 

n
X
n
2Q + n
×
(−1)s
vjn−s usj Rjs,n−s ,
s
Q+n−m−s

ỸQ,n,m (Ωj ) =NQnm (−1)Q+n−m

s=0

1

(S7)

where
Rjs,n−s = Usj Vjn−s 1

(S8)

with
Uj =

X

Vj =

X

k6=j

k6=j

vk
∂
+
uj vk − vj uk
∂uj
−uk
∂
+
.
uj vk − vj uk
∂vj

(S9)

A good approximation for the CFL is then
Ψ̃CFL ({Ω}) =

Y
k<l

h
i
(Ωk − Ωl )2 det Ỹi (Ωj ) .

(S10)

When we have two layers, we write down the filled shell/Hund’s rule state for the two individual layers
and then we pair the two layers with the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to form an L2 = 0
state.
PAIRED STATES
p-wave BCS state

Let us first recapitulate the p-wave paired BCS state. We work in the sector with total particle number
N = 2q + 1, where q is half-integer, such that N is even and the number of electrons in each layer is
N1 = N↑ = N↓ = N2 . Electron coordinates in the top layer will be Ω↑i with i = 1, . . . , N2 and electron
coordinates in the bottom layer will be Ω↓i with i = 1, . . . , N2 . We attach flux to the electrons in the top
layer and bottom layer. The net flux experienced by CFs in both layers is Q↑,↓ = q − (N↑,↓ − 1) = 21 .
For the p-wave pairing of CFs as in[25, 26] the pairing wavefunction is
G(Ω↑i , Ω↓j ) =

NX
LL −1

n+1/2

gn

n=0

 
 
1
(−1) 2 +m Y 12 ,n,m Ω↑i Y 12 ,n,−m Ω↓j .

X

(S11)

m=−(n+1/2)

NLL is the number of CF Landau levels (LLs) that are included. The LLL wavefunction is then
Y
ΨBCS,p ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) = PLLL [(Ω↑i − Ω↑j )2 (Ω↓i − Ω↓j )2 ]det[G(Ω↑i , Ω↓j )].

(S12)

i<j

However, computing this wavefunction will be too expensive numerically and hence we resort to the
procedure described in[50]. The wavefunction is then
Y ↑
Ψ̃BCS,p ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) =
[(Ωi − Ω↑j )2 (Ω↓i − Ω↓j )2 ]det[G̃(Ω↑i , Ω↓j )]
(S13)
i<j

with
G̃(Ω↑i , Ω↓j ) =

 NX
LL −1

n+1/2

X

 
 
1
(−1) 2 +m gn Ỹ 21 ,n,m Ω↑i Ỹ 12 ,n,−m Ω↓j .

(S14)

n=0 m=−(n+1/2)

New s-wave paired BCS state

We now perform a particle-hole transformation on the bottom layer, such that Ω↑1 , · · · , Ω↑N1 are coor↓
dinates of electrons in the top layer and $1↓ , · · · , $N
are coordinates of holes in the bottom layer. We
1
2

attach flux to the electrons in the top layer to obtain CFs and we attach flux to the holes in the bottom
layer to obtain anti-CFs. In the balanced case, both the CFs and the anti-CFs experience flux Q = 21 .
The pairing function for pairing the CFs in the top layer with the anti-CFs in the bottom layer in the
s-wave channel is
G(Ω↑i , $j↓ ) =

NX
LL −1

n+1/2

n=0

 
 
Y 12 ,n,m Ω↑i Y 1∗,n,m $j↓ .

X

gn

(S15)

2

m=−(n+1/2)

and the trial wavefunction is obtained by adding the Jastrow factors and performing the LLL projection
ΨBCS,s ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ }) = PLLL

Y
i<j

[(Ω↑i − Ω↑j )2 ($i↓ − $j↓ )∗2 ]det[G(Ω↑i , $j↓ )].

(S16)

This wavefunction describes pairing of CFs and anti-CFs. This time after the Jain and Kamilla procedure
Ψ̃BCS,s ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ }) =

Y
i<j

[(Ω↑i − Ω↑j )2 ($i↓ − $j↓ )∗2 ]det[G̃(Ω↑i , $j↓ )]

(S17)

with
G̃(Ω↑i , $j↓ )

=

 NX
LL −1

n+1/2

X

gn Ỹ 21 ,n,m



Ω↑i



Ỹ 1∗,n,m
2



$j↓


.

(S18)

n=0 m=−(n+1/2)

In practice we will have to truncate the number of variational parameters. Note that the variational
parameters {gn } can always be chosen real.
We can also consider the imbalanced case, where we have N1 = N↑ electrons in the top layer and
N↓ electrons in the bottom layer. The total number of electrons still satisfies N = N↑ + N↓ = Nφ + 1.
We define the pseudospin as 2Sz = N↑ − N↓ . Again we perform a particle-hole transformation on the
↓
bottom layer, such that Ω↑1 , · · · , Ω↑N1 are coordinates of electrons in the top layer and $1↓ , · · · , $N
are
1
coordinates of holes in the bottom layer. After the flux attachment procedure, the CFs in the top layer
and the anti-CFs in the bottom layer feel an effective flux Q = 12 − Sz . The trial state is then
Ψ̃BCS,s ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ }) =

Y
i<j

[(Ω↑i − Ω↑j )2 ($i↓ − $j↓ )∗2 ]det[G̃(Ω↑i , $j↓ )]

(S19)

with
G̃(Ω↑i , Ω↓j )

=

 NX
LL −1

n+Q
X

gn ỸQ,n,m



Ω↑i



∗
ỸQ,n,m



$j↓


.

(S20)

n=0 m=−(n+Q)

We note that depending on whether we particle-hole conjugate the majority or minority layer, we may
have Q < 0 in which case we need to use the expression for Ỹ from Ref. [61].

Symmetry considerations

We use the identities for the monopole harmonics from[62]. In particular
∗
Yq,n,m
= (−1)q+m Y−q,n,−m

(S21)

and
r
X
m

0

0

Yq,n,m (θ , ϕ

) Yq∗0 ,n,m (θ, ϕ)

=

0
0
0
0
0
2(q + n) + 1
Yq,n,−q0 (θ12 , 0)ei(qϕ −q ϕ) e−i(qγ +q γ−q π) ,
4π

3

(S22)

where θ12 is the chord distance between the two particles and the angle γ is as defined in[25]. First let
us consider the symmetry properties of the p-wave paired state. Using these two identities, one can show
(after setting q = −q 0 = Q and doing some relabelling) that
r

0
0
2(Q + n) + 1
YQ,n,−Q (θ12 , 0) eiQ(ϕ+ϕ ) e−iQ(γ−γ +π) .
4π
m
(S23)
Now exchange the two particles. Under the exchange (equivalently a half-rotation)

X
(−1)Q+m YQ,n,m (θ0 , ϕ0 ) YQ,n,−m (θ, ϕ) =

γ →γ−π

and

γ0 → γ0 + π

(S24)

such that the pairing wavefunction picks up a phase of e2πiQ = (−1)2Q under the exchange. For the
balanced bilayer, we have Q = 12 and so the sign is consistent with what one would require for a pairing
2Q
wavefunction with odd `. YQ,n,−Q (θ12 , 0) ∼ θ12
when θ12 → 0 and so when the pair comes together, the
wavefunction indeed vanishes in the correct way for ` = 2Q = 1.
Now let us consider the proposed s-wave paired state. To do that set q 0 = q = Q in (S22) such that
r
X

0

0

YQ,n,m (θ , ϕ

∗
) YQ,n,m
(θ, ϕ)

=

m

0
0
2(Q + n) + 1
YQ,n,Q (θ12 , 0)eiQ(ϕ −ϕ) e−iQ(γ +γ−π) .
4π

(S25)

Under the exchange (S24), there is no additional phase picked up. In addition YQ,n,Q (θ12 , 0) → const.
as θ12 → 0. So indeed this is consistent with s-wave pairing.
111 state

In terms of electron operators in both layers, the 111 state on the sphere can be written as the
determinant of an N × N matrix
Ψ111 ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) = det[Yq,0,mi (Ω↑j ) . . . Yq,0,mi (Ω↓j )]
Y ↑
Y
=
[(Ωi − Ω↑j )(Ω↓i − Ω↓j )] (Ω↑i − Ω↓j ),
i<j

(S26)
(S27)

i,j

where mi = −q, . . . , q. In terms of electron coordinates in the top layer and hole operators in the bottom
layer, we find

 X
q
↑
↓
∗
Yq,0,m (Ωi )Yq,0,m ($j ) .
Ψ111 ({Ω }, {$ }) = det
↑

↓

(S28)

m=−q

p-wave pairing in the imbalanced case

It is more natural to consider s-wave pairing of CF anti-CFs for the case of imbalanced layers, since
the CF and anti-CF Fermi seas in opposite layers will have the same size. However, one can also consider
the extension of the p-wave paired state to the imbalanced layer case for certain fillings. In particular,
p+1
p
and ν↓ = 2p+1
, then we can view the top layer as
if the states fall on the Jain sequence, viz. ν↑ = 2p+1
CFs filling the first p LLs and the bottom layer as CFs filling the first p + 1 LLs in an opposite effective
magnetic field. We can now pair up CFs in the nth CF LL of the bottom layer with CFs in the (n + 1)th
LL of the top layer. In this way, we pair up all the CFs in the bottom layer with CFs in the top layer,
for n = 0 up to n = p, leaving unpaired CFs in the n = 0 CF LL of the top layer. This absence of
pairing should have little effect on the total energy, (for large p) since these electrons are far from the
Fermi energy.
4

Paired CB state

In this section we consider a further trial state. We attach one flux quantum to electrons in the top
layer to form composite bosons (CBs) and attach one flux quantum to holes in the bottom layer to
form anti-CBs and then we pair the CBs and anti-CBs in the s-wave channel. This is similar to the
construction proposed in [12], except that we write the state on the sphere and introduce a larger number
of variational parameters. As before, we perform a particle-hole transformation on the bottom layer,
↓
are coordinates of
such that Ω↑1 , · · · , Ω↑N1 are coordinates of electrons in the top layer and $1↓ , · · · , $N
1
holes in the bottom layer. After flux attachment, the CBs will experience flux Q = N1 in the balanced
case. The pairing function for pairing CBs in the top layer and anti-CBs in the bottom layer in the
s-wave channel is
G(Ω↑i , $j↓ )

=

NX
LL −1

n+Q
X

gn

n=0

 
 
∗
YQ,n,m Ω↑i YQ,n,m
$j↓ .

(S29)

m=−(n+Q)

and including the Jastrow factors and performing the LLL projection we find the trial wavefunction
Y
(S30)
ΨCB ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ }) = PLLL [(Ω↑i − Ω↑j )($i↓ − $j↓ )∗ ]perm[G(Ω↑i , $j↓ )].
i<j

This wavefunction describes pairing of CBs and anti-CBs. This time after the Jain and Kamilla procedure
Y ↑
Ψ̃CB ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ }) =
[(Ωi − Ω↑j )($i↓ − $j↓ )∗ ]perm[G̃(Ω↑i , $j↓ )]
(S31)
i<j

with
G̃(Ω↑i , $j↓ ) =

 NX
LL −1

n+Q
X

 
 
∗
gn ỸQ,n,m Ω↑i ỸQ,n,m
$j↓ .

(S32)

n=0 m=−(n+Q)

Strictly speaking the Jain-Kamilla procedure is not valid for the LLL projection of CB orbitals, however it
has been suggested [63] that this remains a good approximation to the correct LLL projection procedure
even in this case.
ICCFL

We can write down the ICCFL state of Ref. [33] for a particle number consistent with a filled shell
configuration of CF bonding orbitals. For example, for N↑ = N↓ = 6, we have a total of N = 12 CFs
and hence enough to fill the first three CF shells with n = 0, 1, 2. The CFs experience flux Q = 21 . The
Jain-Kamilla LLL projected wavefunction is then
Y ↑
Ψ̃ICCFL ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) =
[(Ωi − Ω↑j )2 (Ω↓i − Ω↓j )2 ]det[Ỹi (Ω↑j ) . . . Ỹi (Ω↓j )]
(S33)
i<j

where i = (Q, n, m) runs over the N indices of filled CF orbitals and we take the determinant of an
N × N matrix corresponding to filling the N orbitals with CFs from either layer. This wavefunction has
no free variational parameters since we have assumed all CFs are in the bonding orbitals in this state, as
predicted by mean-field theory[33]. We also considered the ICCFL wavefunction for the case where we
have both bonding and anti-bonding orbitals, however this does not yield significantly improved overlaps.
SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

In this section we present some further numerical results. In Fig. S1a we show the overlap with
the ICCFL state of Ref. [33]. The ICCFL states appears to capture some of the relevant correlations
around d ∼ `B , however the overlap does not reach order unity anywhere (this wavefunction has no
5

free variational parameters). In Fig. S1b we show the overlap with a paired state of composite bosons
described in the section above. This trial state of paired CBs performs well at intermediate distances
d ∼ `B , but does not have high overlaps with the 111 state (consistent with the findings of [12]) and
does not capture the CFL at large distances.

In Figs. S2 and S3 we show results for different system sizes and different numbers of variational
parameters. By increasing the number of variational parameters, we obtain better overlaps and energies
at small d/`B since we are including higher momentum orbitals, which in turn allows us to form more
tightly bound pairs. Both the p-wave CF/CF and the s-wave CF/anti-CF wavefunctions perform well at
small interlayer separations if sufficiently many variational parameters are included, however in general
the s-wave trial wavefunction performs better. In Figs. S4 and S5 we show the same overlaps and energies
for the maximum number of variational parameters employed to show that both trial states capture the
111 state accurately when sufficiently many variational parameters are included.
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FIG. S1. Exact diagonalization results for the overlap of the trial wavefunctions with the true ground state for
6 + 6 electrons. We compare the overlap of our s-wave BCS state with the previously proposed p-wave BCS state
of Refs. [25, 26], the ICCFL state[33] and a paired state of composite bosons/anti-composite bosons similar to
the trial state proposed in Ref. [12]. In both figures the s- and p-wave curves are almost exactly on top of each
other. In the ICCFL, all CFs are in the bonding orbitals, and therefore this wavefunction has no variational
parameters. The BCS and CB trial states both have five variational parameters. We also show the overlaps with
the CFL state and the 111 state.
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FIG. S2. Exact diagonalization results for the overlap of the trial wavefunctions with the true ground state for
the balanced layer case, for different system sizes and different numbers of variational parameters. We include
variational parameters gn for n = 0, . . . , NLL − 1, such that the number of variational parameters is NLL − 1
(since an overall rescaling of all gn results in the same trial wavefunction after normalization). We compare the
overlap of our s-wave BCS state with the previously proposed p-wave BCS state of Refs. [25, 26]. The s-wave
and p-wave states are taken to have the same number of variational parameters. In some of the plots furthest
to the right, the s- and p-wave curves are almost exactly on top of each other. We also show the overlaps with
the CFL state and the 111 state. By CFL we denote either a CF Fermi sea (for N = 12) or a Hund’s rule state
(for other N ). Both BCS states can reproduce the CFL at large d, except when there is more than one CF in a
partially filled shell (this happens for the 4 + 4 system size for example).
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FIG. S3. Exact diagonalization results for the energy of the trial wavefunctions compared with the true ground
state energy for different system sizes and different numbers of variational parameters. We compute the energy
of the trial state which has the best overlap with the ED ground state. We also compute the energy of the 111
and the CFL states.
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BCS PARAMETERS

If we define the CF orbitals including the Jastrow factors as
YQ,n,m (Ωi ) = Ji ỸQ,n,m (Ωi ) ,
then we can write the s-wave trial wavefunction as
 NX
LL −1
↑
↓
Ψ̃BCS,s ({Ω }, {$ }) = det

n+Q
X

n=0 m=−(n+Q)

(S34)


.

∗
gn YQ,n,m (Ω↑i )YQ,n,m
($j↓ )

(S35)

One subtlety arises regarding the normalization of the CF orbitals YQ,n,m (Ωi ), since these are no longer
single-particle wavefunctions. We need to extract the relative normalization of the orbitals with different
n. To do so, for example for N↑ = N↓ = 4 we write down the CFL wavefunctions filling the four orbitals
in each layer with n given by (0, 0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 2, 2) and (1, 1, 2, 2). We compute the normalization of the
CF orbitals YQ,n,m (Ωi ) by computing the ratio of the norm of these many-body CFL wavefunction.
√
We can translate from angular momentum l = Q + n to linear momentum k = l/R, where R = q`B
is the radius of the sphere. Recall the second quantized BCS wavefunction

Y
|ΨBCS i =
1 + gk c†k,↑ d†k,↓ |0i,
(S36)
k
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where |0i is the state with the upper layer empty and the LLL of the lower layer filled. Eq. (S36) can
equally be interpreted as a BEC wavefunction, by re-writing it as

|ΨBEC i = e

P

k

gk c†k,↑ d†k,↓

|0i.

(S37)

This motivates us to consider a smooth crossover between a BCS-like regime at large interlayer separation
and a BEC-like regime at small interlayer separation[40]. Note that we need to project Eq. (S36) to a
definite Sz sector in order to be able to write down the real-space representation. Let us focus on the
balanced case, i.e. we sum over the possible sets {gk } of orbitals to fill:

|ΨBCS i =

X Y
{gk } k


gk c†k,↑ d†k,↓ |0i,

(S38)

where |{gk }| = N↑ . And now we can calculate the occupation of each orbital according to

P
nk =

hc†k,↑ ck,↑ i

=

hd†k,↓ dk,↓ i

=

{g }3gk

Pq

{gq }

Q

q (gq )
2
q (gq )

Q

2

.

(S39)

For an s-wave superconductor, BCS theory predicts

nk =

where εk =

k2
2m

− EF =

2
k2 −kF
2m



1
εk
1− p 2
,
2
εk + ∆ 2

(S40)

. The typical size of a Cooper pair is set by the coherence length

ξ=

kF /m
vF
=
.
∆
∆

(S41)

We show results for nk in Fig. S6, which we can interpret as evidence of a BEC-BCS crossover. At
d/`B  1, nk is a smeared out step function and the order parameter satisfies ∆ & EF , this is the BEC
limit. One the other hand, at d/`B  1, nk is a sharp step function and the order parameter satisfies
∆  EF . This is the BCS limit.
We note that the formulas for nk and ξ depend essentially on the ratio ∆/EF and do not require any
assumption about the value of the CF effective mass. The values of nk and ξ plotted in Fig. 1b of the
main text were obtained by fitting the BCS form to our results for nk , as shown in Fig. S7, below.
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FIG. S6. Values of the BCS parameters nk for the best s-wave trial state at four selected interlayer separations
d. At large d we have a sharp Fermi surface, whereas at small d we have significant pairing in a large momentum
range, which corresponds to tightly bound CF/anti-CF pairs. The dashed line shows the best fit of the BCS form
Eq. (S40). For the fit we only use the N = 12 data, since this is a closed shell configuration at large d/`B . For
all N we use 3 variational parameters (i.e. NLL = 4).

Monte-Carlo procedure

We follow the approach outlined in Ref. [51]. For the calculation of the overlaps we use the probability
distribution of the 111 state as a sampling distribution for the Monte-Carlo (MC) algorithm. This choice
guarantees that we are sampling from the part of the Hilbert space in which the ground state lies for
small d/`B . For large d/`B , we find that the MC errors lie within an acceptable range, even for this
choice of sampling.
For the overlaps of the ED ground state with the 111 state, the CFL and the p-wave BCS state, we
work in terms of electron coordinates in both layers. We start with a random distribution of the electron
coordinates ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) and perform a random walk on the sphere according to [51]. At each MC
step, we propose a move of one particle to a new position and accept or reject the move based on the
Metropolis algorithm for the probability distribution
ρ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) = |Ψ111 ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ })|2 .

(S42)

After a suitable equilibration period, the electron coordinates will be distributed according to the
probability distribution ρ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) and we can generate MC samples ({Ω↑ }I , {Ω↓ }I ) where I =
0, . . . , NMC − 1. The number of MC samples NMC was chosen up to 108 depending on system size. Then,
for example, the overlap of the ED ground state with the CFL will be
Z
hΨGS |ΨCFL i = dΩ↑1 . . . dΩ↑N↑ dΩ↓1 . . . dΩ↓N↓ Ψ∗GS ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ })ΨCFL ({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ })
(S43)
=

1
NMC

NMC
X−1
I=0

Ψ∗GS ({Ω↑ }I , {Ω↓ }I )ΨCFL ({Ω↑ }I , {Ω↓ }I )
j({Ω↑ }I , {Ω↓ }I )
ρ({Ω↑ }I , {Ω↓ }I )

(S44)

where
j({Ω↑ }, {Ω↓ }) =

N↑
Y
n=1

11

sin θn↑

N↓
Y
n=1

sin θn↓

(S45)

is the Jacobian for the area element on the sphere. We proceed similarly for the overlap with the s-wave
trial state, except that we work in terms of electron coordinates in the top layer and hole coordinates in
the bottom layer, i.e. ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ }) and use the probability distribution
ρ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ }) = |Ψ111 ({Ω↑ }, {$↓ })|2 .
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(S46)

